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Salaam to all brothers/sisters,
Posts: 229

Here we shall witness Absolutely AWESOME Miracles,
which have thus most Superbly and perfectly been created by ALLAH,
from the very beginning even from before the foundation of the World,
unto/within these most Famous and basic "Mathematical Universal Constants"
which have fascinated all Mathematicians and the most intelligent Minds
throughout the History of Humankind,
here, namely:
====================
the Golden Ratio, (=1.618033.........)
and closely related to it
the Golden Ratio Conjugate, (=0.618033.........)
and then
Pythagoras Constant, (=1.414213.........)
and perfectly connected with it
Silver Constant, (=2.414213.........)
and then
Pi Number (=3.14159.........)
and strongly associated with it
Euler Number (=2.71828.........)
====================

So let's start with this most Famous and essential

the Golden Ratio, (=1.618033.........)
*In mathematics, two quantities are in the Golden Ratio
if their ratio is the same as the ratio of their sum to the larger of
the two quantities. .........
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Golden_ratio
the Golden Ratio Conjugate, (=0.618033.........)
*The absolute value of this quantity (=0.618) corresponds to
the length ratio taken in reverse order (=i.e. shorter segment length
over longer segment length, b/a),
and is basically referred to as the Golden Ratio Conjugate. .........
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Golden_ratio#Golden_ratio_conjugate

==========

We will show them Our "19" coded "Signs" (=74/2630, 31)
in the horizons, and (also) within themselves,
until it becomes clear to them that this is absolutely The Truth.
Is it not enough that your LORD is Witness over all things?
(QURAN TESTAMENT 41/53)
==========
So, this Golden Ratio, (=1.618033.........)
and Golden Ratio Conjugate, (=0.618033.........)
are clearly and unmistakably seen and witnessed
in the horizons (=i.e. in our Universe, Galaxy, Nature),
and also within ourselves (=i.e. in Human body),
as it is perfectly promised by ALLAH in the above Verse,
now in this Final Age, clearly and openly, everywhere:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=03uC9bhX0Rc

___________________________________________
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=03uC9bhX0Rc
http://www.goldennumber.net/phimillionplaces/
*these links above are thus referred to exclusively and only
thus to clearly see and witness all of the numbers after the
"decimal point" of/in this most special Golden Ratio (=Phi) number
even to thousand or million digits therein.
All other information and conclusions therein only belong to
the authors or owners of these Sites above.
When/if what they say are absolutely approved by QURAN TESTAMENT
they should be deemed absolutely Right,
when/if what they say are absolutely disappproved by QURAN TESTAMENT
they should be deemed absolutely Wrong,
by all truthful Believers here. (=QURAN TESTAMENT 6/114117)
___________________________________________

So here is

ALLAH's

"19" coded most Superb and perfect "Signature" (=74/2630, 31)
on this most Famous and essential
Golden Ratio, (=1.618033.........)
and
Golden Ratio Conjugate, (=0.618033.........)
in this absolutely Most MIRACULOUS perfect manner,
now here thus:

the Golden Ratio:
=1.6180339887498948482045868343656381177203091798
0576286213544862270526046281890244970720720418939
1137484754088075386891752126633862223536931793180
060766726354433389086595939582905638322661319 ..................
the Golden Ratio Conjugate:
=0.6180339887498948482045868343656381177203091798
0576286213544862270526046281890244970720720418939
1137484754088075386891752126633862223536931793180
060766726354433389086595939582905638322661319 ..................
So, at the very first time we see this most special numbers (=......... 19)
within these two most special irrational Sequences above
(=i.e. those numbers may continue after the "decimal points" above,
without repeating, thus even to infinity,
http://www.goldennumber.net/phimillionplaces/
by the perfect Decree and Permission of

ALLAH,

for/in both cases above)
is thus exactly and precisely at the very end of

190th (=19x10) digits here:
the Golden Ratio:
=1.6180339887498948482045868343656381177203091798
0576286213544862270526046281890244970720720418939
1137484754088075386891752126633862223536931793180
060766726354433389086595939582905638322661319..................

exactly

190 digits in total above!

19

=

x...

the Golden Ratio Conjugate:
=0.6180339887498948482045868343656381177203091798
0576286213544862270526046281890244970720720418939
1137484754088075386891752126633862223536931793180
060766726354433389086595939582905638322661319..................

exactly

190 digits in total above!

19

=

x...

therein above, thus for/in both cases, in the very first place!

And then, all those numbers which come after the "decimal point" above

19x...),

thus perfectly give a Multiple (=

in such an absolutely Most MIRACULOUS perfect manner again,
here:
the Golden Ratio:
=1.6180339887498948482045868343656381177203091798
0576286213544862270526046281890244970720720418939
1137484754088075386891752126633862223536931793180
060766726354433389086595939582905638322661319..................

19

=

x...

the Golden Ratio Conjugate:
=0.6180339887498948482045868343656381177203091798
0576286213544862270526046281890244970720720418939
1137484754088075386891752126633862223536931793180
060766726354433389086595939582905638322661319..................

19

=

x...

therein above, for/in both cases again,
in such a perfectly parallel and absolutely complementary manner above,
by this most Wise and perfect "Creation Design" of our Supreme LORD here
(54/49 = 72/28 = 74/2630, 31), from the very beginning! (=41/53)

_______________________________________________
*Please, absolutely note that
this long awaited and anticipated Messiah and Mahdee descendant of
prophet David and prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon both of Them),
i.e. this most critical and important "Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant" here,
in this Final Age, thus clearly and unmistakably proves to/for all Humanity now,
that there is absolutely and only "One Real GOD" (=ALLAH)
Who is the Perfect CREATOR of this "Fibonacci Sequence and Golden Ratios,"
from the very beginning above.
So all those attempts (internet is booming with such videos and information)
which try to attribute this most specific "Fibonacci Sequence and Golden Ratios,"
(without any credible Proof with them therein at all) to their false religions
and imaginary false gods (which are fabricated based on their own wishful thinking and
their consequent (deliberate or ignorant) misinterpretation of the Scriptures),
or merely to the natural laws and causes (as atheist/agnostic philosophies are trying to do that),
so, their such (dajjalistic or atheistic) conclusions (you can see a few of them in the links
referred to below)
are totally deprived of Reason and Proof and absolutely in VAIN.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0hvD5kLqjuw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8VajqUK2aE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4oyyXC5IzEE
........................
........................
........................
Because there is absolutely and only "One Real GOD" (=ALLAH)
Who most Superbly and perfectly Designed and most Powerfully and perfectly Created
all Universe
(by HIS "Cosmic Evolutionary Creation" Miracle),
and all Livingbeings therein
(by HIS "Biological Evolutionary Creation" Miracle),
(=QURAN TESTAMENT 21/30 & 71/1318 & .........)
based upon HIS Perfect "Fibonacci Sequence and Golden Ratios," from the very beginning,
as it is clearly and unmistakably proven to/for all Humanity above,
and also here:
http://www.19covenant19.com/mucize_detay_id135.html
http://www.19covenant19.com/mucize_detay_id136.html
for all those who will wholeheartedly repent and return to ALLAH,

in this most Rightful beautiful and peaceful manner (=QURAN TESTAMENT 25/7071 &
25/6376), in this Final Age now.
_________________________________________________________
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So now, let us continue on our Way,
secondly, with this most Famous and essential
the Pythagoras Constant, (=1.414213 .........)
*Geometrically the square root of 2 is the length of a diagonal
across a square with sides of one unit of length;
this follows from the Pythagorean Theorem.
It was probably the first number known to be irrational.
Its numerical value, truncated to 65 decimal places, is:
.........
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Square_root_of_2
the Silver Constant, (=2.414213 .........)
*the Silver Constant is the algebraic number given by (1) (2) (3)
(OEIS A116425), where denotes a polynomial root. (see below)
.........
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Silver_ratio

So here is

ALLAH's

"19" coded most Superb and perfect "Signature" (=74/2630, 31)
on this most Famous and essential
the Pythagoras Constant, (=1.414213 .........)
and thus perfectly connected with it
the Silver Constant, (=2.414213 .........)
in this absolutely Most MIRACULOUS perfect manner,
now here thus:

the Pythagoras Constant:
=1.4142135623730950488016887242096980785696718753
7694807317667973799073247846210703885038753432764
1572735013846230912297024924836055850737212644121
4970999358314132226659275055927557999505011527820
6057147010955997160597027453459686201472851741864
088919 ..................
the Silver Constant:
=2.4142135623730950488016887242096980785696718753
7694807317667973799073247846210703885038753432764
1572735013846230912297024924836055850737212644121
4970999358314132226659275055927557999505011527820
6057147010955997160597027453459686201472851741864
088919 ..................
So, at the very first time we see this most special numbers (=......... 19)
within these two most special irrational Sequences above
(=i.e. those numbers may continue after the "decimal points" above,
without repeating, thus even to infinity,
http://mathworld.wolfram.com/PythagorassConstant.html

by the perfect Decree and Permission of

ALLAH,

for/in both cases above) (=QURAN TESTAMENT 16/18)
is thus exactly and precisely at the very end of

247th (=19x13) digits
in this specific manner here:
the Pythagoras Constant:
=1.4142135623730950488016887242096980785696718753
7694807317667973799073247846210703885038753432764
1572735013846230912297024924836055850737212644121
4970999358314132226659275055927557999505011527820
6057147010955997160597027453459686201472851741864
088919 .........

exactly

247 digits in total above!

19

=

x...

the Silver Constant:
=2.4142135623730950488016887242096980785696718753
7694807317667973799073247846210703885038753432764
1572735013846230912297024924836055850737212644121

4970999358314132226659275055927557999505011527820
6057147010955997160597027453459686201472851741864
088919 .........

exactly

247 digits in total above!

19

=

x...

therein above, thus for/in both cases, in the very first place!

And then, again all those most specific 247 digits above

19x...),

thus perfectly give a Multiple (=

also here,
in this absolutely Most MIRACULOUS perfect manner again:
the Pythagoras Constant:
=1.4142135623730950488016887242096980785696718753
7694807317667973799073247846210703885038753432764
1572735013846230912297024924836055850737212644121
4970999358314132226659275055927557999505011527820
6057147010955997160597027453459686201472851741864
088919 .........

19

=

x......

the Silver Constant:
=2.4142135623730950488016887242096980785696718753
7694807317667973799073247846210703885038753432764
1572735013846230912297024924836055850737212644121
4970999358314132226659275055927557999505011527820
6057147010955997160597027453459686201472851741864
088919 .........

19

=

x......

therein above, for/in both cases again, thereafter!

But what about these most specific
two numbers
(=1. ...... 1 ..)
(=2. ...... 1 ..)
which thus come in the very first place, and the last place of these:

1.414.....................................................................

=

................................................................................
................................................................................
................................................................................
................................................................................
088919

2.414.....................................................................

=

................................................................................
................................................................................
................................................................................
................................................................................
088919
that were thus specifically excluded from within both of those
most special "two Sequences" above, in the first place?
So here they are, in this absolutely perfect order above:

1

......

1 ..

2

......

1 ..

19

=

x...

in the very first place,
by this most Wise and perfect "Creation Design" of our Supreme LORD here
again (54/49 = 72/28 = 74/2630, 31), from the very beginning! (=41/53)

________________________________________________

*Please, absolutely note that
within these most specific
the Golden Ratio:
=1.6180339887498948482045868343656381177203091798
0576286213544862270526046281890244970720720418939
1137484754088075386891752126633862223536931793180
060766726354433389086595939582905638322661319.........
the Golden Ratio Conjugate:
=0.6180339887498948482045868343656381177203091798
0576286213544862270526046281890244970720720418939
1137484754088075386891752126633862223536931793180
060766726354433389086595939582905638322661319.........
all those "numbers" which come after the "decimal points" above
are thus exactly identical, (as we have clearly witnessed it
in the very first post above),
and thereafter, within these most specific
the Pythagoras Constant:
=1.4142135623730950488016887242096980785696718753
7694807317667973799073247846210703885038753432764
1572735013846230912297024924836055850737212644121
4970999358314132226659275055927557999505011527820
6057147010955997160597027453459686201472851741864
088919 .........
the Silver Constant:
=2.4142135623730950488016887242096980785696718753
7694807317667973799073247846210703885038753432764
1572735013846230912297024924836055850737212644121
4970999358314132226659275055927557999505011527820
6057147010955997160597027453459686201472851741864
088919 .........
all those "numbers" which come after the "decimal points" above
are thus exactly identical again, (as we have clearly witnessed it
in this second post above),
so we have thus rightfully followed exactly same/similar Principals, in essence,
(=e.g. in all of them absolutely the very first occurrences of this
most special numbers (=...... 19) are clearly witnessed above,
one after the other)
within these two "pairs" of (=51/49)
most Famous and essential
(two & two) "Universal Mathematical Sequences" above,
in such a perfectly parallel and absolutely complementary manner,
by this most Wise and perfect "Creation Design" of our Supreme LORD here
again (54/49 = 74/2630, 31), from the very beginning! (=51/49)
________________________________________________
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So now, let us continue on our Way,
finally, with this most Famous and essential
Pi Number (=Archimedes Constant), (=3.141592 .........)
*The number π is a mathematical constant,
=the ratio of a circle's circumference to its diameter=
commonly approximated as 3.14159
It has been represented by the Greek letter "π"
since the mid18th century,
though it is also sometimes spelled out as "Pi" (/Paɪ/).
.........
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pi
(Euler) E Number (=Napier Constant), (=2.718281 .........)
*The number e is an important mathematical constant
that is the base of the natural logarithm.
It is approximately equal to 2.71828
(see below) .........
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/E

*... see e (mathematical constant)

==========

We will show them Our "19" coded "Signs" (=74/2630, 31)
in the horizons, and (also) within themselves,
until it becomes clear to them that this is absolutely The Truth.
Is it not enough that your LORD is Witness over all things?
(QURAN TESTAMENT 41/53)
==========
So, this most Famous and essential
Pi Number, (=3.141592 .........)
and
E Number, (=2.718281 .........)

are clearly and unmistakably seen and witnessed
in the horizons (=i.e. in our Universe, Galaxy, Nature),
and also within ourselves (=i.e. in Human body),
as it is perfectly promised by ALLAH in the above Verse,
now in this Final Age, again, clearly and openly, everywhere:
http://www.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/nvmmmathpifibonacci/pithefibonaccisequence/
http://chicagoif.tumblr.com/post/63762907091/eulersnumbere

___________________________________________
http://webs.adam.es/rllorens/pi.htm
http://jlsigrist.com/e.html
*these links above are thus referred to exclusively and only
thus to clearly see and witness all of the numbers after the
"decimal points" of/in these most special
Pi Number (=Archimedes Constant), (=3.141592 .........)
and
(Euler) E Number (=Napier Constant), (=2.718281 .........)
even to thousands or millions of digits therein.
All other information and conclusions therein only belong to
the authors or owners of these Sites above.
When/if what they say are absolutely approved by QURAN TESTAMENT
they should be deemed absolutely Right,
when/if what they say are absolutely disappproved by QURAN TESTAMENT
they should be deemed absolutely Wrong,
by all truthful Believers here. (=QURAN TESTAMENT 6/114117)
___________________________________________

So here is

ALLAH's

"19" coded most Superb and perfect "Signature" (=74/2630, 31)
on this most Famous and essential
Pi Number (=Archimedes Constant), (=3.141592 .........)
and
E Number (=Napier Constant), (=2.718281 .........)
in this absolutely Most MIRACULOUS perfect manner again,
now here thus:
Pi Number (=Archimedes Constant):
=3.14159265358979323846264338327950288419 ..................

19

=

E Number (=Napier Constant):

x...

=2.71828182845904523536028747135266249775724
70936999595749669676277240766303535475945713
82178525166427427466391932003059921817413596
62904357290033429526059563073813232862794349
07632338298807531952510190115738341879307021
54089149934884167509244761460668082264800168
47741185374234544243710753907774499206955170
27618386062613313845830007520449338265602976
06737113200709328709127443747047230696977209
31014169283681902551510865746377211125238978
44250569536967707854499699679468644549059879
31636889230098793127736178215424999229576351
48220826989519366803318252886939849646510582
093923982948879332036250944311730123819 ..................

19

=

x...

So thus, at the very first time we see this most special numbers (=......... 19)
within that most specific Pi Number above,

19x...),

we can thus perfectly get a Multiple (=
for/in that first case above,

and then only at the sixth time we see this most special numbers (=......... 19)
within that most specific E Number above,

19x...),

we can thus perfectly get a Multiple (=
for/in that second case above.

So now, let us clearly see
(after the "decimal points" above)
exactly how many digits are there
within that most specific Pi Number above,
and then within that most specific E Number above?
Pi Number (=Archimedes Constant):
=3.14159265358979323846264338327950288419 ..................

exactly

38 (=19x2) digits in total above!

19

=

E Number (=Napier Constant):

x...

=2.71828182845904523536028747135266249775724
70936999595749669676277240766303535475945713
82178525166427427466391932003059921817413596
62904357290033429526059563073813232862794349
07632338298807531952510190115738341879307021
54089149934884167509244761460668082264800168
47741185374234544243710753907774499206955170
27618386062613313845830007520449338265602976
06737113200709328709127443747047230696977209
31014169283681902551510865746377211125238978
44250569536967707854499699679468644549059879
31636889230098793127736178215424999229576351
48220826989519366803318252886939849646510582
093923982948879332036250944311730123819..................

exactly

608 (=19x32) digits in total above!

19

=

x...

in such a perfectly parallel and absolutely complementary manner,
by this most Wise and perfect "Creation Design" of our Supreme LORD here
again (54/49 = 72/28 = 74/2630, 31), from the very beginning! (=41/53)
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Because that these
most Famous and essential
(Euler) E Number (=Napier Constant), (=2.718281 .........)
and
Pi Number (=Archimedes Constant), (=3.141592 .........)
are also the most celebrated and acclaimed
two "Universal Mathematical Constants,"

in the history of humankind,
____________________________________________
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mZ4CP0vTgEE
http://wmueller.com/precalculus/e/e0.html
____________________________________________
and also and especially because that they are together used
in this "Euler's Identity"
*In mathematics, Euler's Identity (also known as Euler's Equation)
is the equality
e^{i \pi} + 1 = 0
where
e is (Euler) E Number (=Napier Constant),
(=2.718281 .........)
=the base of natural logarithms=
i is the imaginary unit, which satisfies i2 = −1,
π is Pi Number (=Archimedes Constant),
(=3.141592 .........)
=the ratio of the circumference of a circle to its diameter=
Euler's Identity is named after the Swiss mathematician Leonhard Euler.
It is considered (by some most knowledgeable Mathematicians in the world)
an example of
"Mathematical Beauty,"
"the Most Famous Formula in all Mathematics,"
"the Most Beautiful Theorem in Mathematics,"
"the Greatest Equation ever," ............
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Euler%27s_identity

So now, we will go even further and deeper here,
and will thus also clearly witness

"19" coded, most Beautiful and matchless "Mathematical Miracle,"
(=74/2630, 31 = 72/28)
unto/within these most Famous and essential
(Euler) E Number (=Napier Constant), (=2.718281 .........)
and
Pi Number (=Archimedes Constant), (=3.141592 .........)
above,
in such an awesomely intertwined manner here,
by this One and Only CREATOR (=ALLAH)
of all of these most beautiful and awesome "Mathematical Formulas,"
in the history of all Mathematics above,
from the very beginning (even from before the foundation of the World),
in this absolutely Most MIRACULOUS perfect manner,
now here thus:

E Number (=Napier Constant):
http://jlsigrist.com/e.html
=2. 71828182845904523536028747135266249775724
70936999595749669676277240766303535475945713
821785251664274274663919..................

19

=

x...

So, when we specifically exempt this main number
before the "decimal point" above (=2.)

19x...),

we can thus perfectly get a Multiple (=

in the very first (=1st) occurrence of this most special numbers (=......... 19)
at the very end of 109th digit, within this most special E Number above,
**************************************************
So we shall remember these most important numbers here,
for/in the first place:
(=......... 19)= occurrence no:

"1"

(=718.........63919)= total number of digits:

"108"

(*specifically excluding this very last special number: 9 therein)
**************************************************

E Number (=Napier Constant):
http://jlsigrist.com/e.html
=2. 71828182845904523536028747135266249775724
70936999595749669676277240766303535475945713
82178525166427427466391932003059921817413596
62904357290033429526059563073813232862794349
07632338298807531952510190115738341879307021
54089149934884167509244761460668082264800168
47741185374234544243710753907774499206955170
27618386062613313845830007520449338265602976
06737113200709328709127443747047230696977209
31014169283681902551510865746377211125238978
44250569536967707854499699679468644549059879
31636889230098793127736178215424999229576351
48220826989519366803318252886939849646510582
093923982948879332036250944311730123819 ..................

19

=

x...

So, when we specifically take into account also this main number
before the "decimal point" above (=2.)

19x...),

we can thus perfectly get a Multiple (=

only in the sixth (=6th) occurrence of this most special numbers (=......... 19)
at the very end of 609th digit, within this most special E Number again
above,
**************************************************
So we shall remember these most important numbers here,
for/in the second place:
(=......... 19)= occurrence no:

"6"

(=2.718.........63919)= total number of digits:

"608"

(*specifically excluding this very first main number:

2 therein)

**************************************************

==and then==

Pi Number (=Archimedes Constant):
http://webs.adam.es/rllorens/pi.htm
=3. 141592653589793238462643383279502884197169
399375105820974944592307816406286208998628034
825342117067982148086513282306647093844609550
582231725359408128481117450284102701938521105
559644622948954930381964428810975665933446128
475648233786783165271201909145648566923460348
610454326648213393607260249141273724587006606
315588174881520920962829254091715364367892590
360011330530548820466521384146951941511609433
057270365759591953092186117381932611793105118
548074462379962749567351885752724891227938183
011949129833673362440656643086021394946395224
73719..................

19

=

x...

So, when we specifically exempt this main number

before the "decimal point" above (=3.)

19x...),

we can thus perfectly get a Multiple (=

only in the ninth (=9th) occurrence of this most special numbers (=......... 19)
at the very end of 542nd digit, within this most special Pi Number above,
**************************************************
So we shall remember these most important numbers here,
for/in the third place:
(=......... 19)= occurrence no:

"9"

(=141.........73719)= total number of digits:

"541"

(*specifically excluding this very last special number: 9 therein again)
**************************************************
Pi Number (=Archimedes Constant):
http://webs.adam.es/rllorens/pi.htm
=3. 14159265358979323846264338327950288419 ..................

19

=

x...

So, when we specifically take into account also this main number
before the "decimal point" above (=3.)

19x...),

we can thus perfectly get a Multiple (=

in the very first (=1st) occurrence of this most special numbers (=......... 19)
at the very end of 39th digit, within this most special Pi Number again
above,
**************************************************
So we shall remember these most important numbers here,
for/in the fourth place:
(=......... 19)= occurrence no:

"1"

(=3.141.........73719)= total number of digits:

"38"

(*specifically excluding this very first main number:

3 therein again)

**************************************************

So now, here are all of those most important numbers,
within each of those purple sections above,
in those absolutely precise and perfect orders therein,
now here thus:
"E Number"

"E Number"

"Pi Number"

"Pi Number"

(=718....639 19) (=
occurrence no:

"1"

2.718....63919)
occurrence no:

"6"

(=141....737 19) (=

3.141.....73719)

occurrence no:

occurrence no:

"9"

"1"

total number of digits
therein:

V

V

V

V

"108"

"608"

"541"

"38"

19

=

x...

19

=

x...

by this most Superb and matchless
perfect "Creation Design" of our Supreme LORD here
(51/49 = 74/2630, 31), from the very beginning! (=41/53)

All PRAISE
is to

ALLAH

(54/49 = 72/28 = 74/2630, 31)

Remain in peace/salaam.
Logged
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